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ELECTIONS

oh

Refersisduro

Bills

HELD

Portland, pre., Nov. i. A heavy
vote was Indicated throughout Oregon
today on bills passed by the last legislature and referred to the people.
TRUST- -The women vote this year at general
and
elections,
arrangements have been
made in the, polling places for the
greater comfort of oineii voters and
.
judges. The wor
compensa
iion act and the iiusu-- e
pi,idins
AND VIRGINIA tor sterilization of
MASSACHUSETTS
habitual criminals ATTORNEY FOR THE CONCERN
ARE CHOOSING THEIR CHIEF
are the most important issues In
PRAISES INTERNATIONAL
'
volved.
EXECUTIVES
'
TO THE SKIES

IN

CALLS HARVESTER

;

SEVEN

REAL

STATES.

mm

HE

IN

NEW YORK

SULZER'S CANDIDACY FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THIS BODY 'ADDS
TO THE INTEREST

MUST

FOES

RESIGN

GOTHAM

THE FIGHT AGAINST TAMivTANY IS
THE PRINCIPAL FEATURE OF
THE CONTEST

MILITrA

IN

STRIKE
DISTRICT IS INOCULATED
AGAINST TYPHOID

AMERICA HE. WILL NOT BE
RECOGNIZED ... '.

t. Paul, Minn., Wov. 4. Judge WilD. McHugh of Omaha,
lighting

liam

setts,

-

T

CITY EDITION,

WARD

J03

GETS

Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 4.
O. W. Ward, a groceryman here, has
been selected for the postmastership
of Colorado Springs, according to an
official announcement today by Congressman Seldomridge, who has the
power of making the appointment. Mr.
Ward has been a resident here many
years. He is prominent in business
relations and fraternal circles.
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BUST

DAM
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STATE MINE INSPECTOR MAKES
JOLT FOR HOME RULE
HIS REPORT ON RECENT ;
Belfast, Ireland, Nov. 4. A resolu
CATASTROPHE
tion to pay no more taxes under an
Irish home rule parliament and to
SEVERAL
CASES
EXIST make government under its rule im GAS
WAS
NOT
PRESENT
possible was passed her today at a
EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE demonstration of 6,000 business men
of Ulster. Those present included INVESTIGATION A WEEK BEFORE
TO PROTECT THE HEALTH
THE EXPLOSION SHOWED
representatives of firms with an agOF THE MEN
gregate capital of over $650,000,000.
CONDITIONS GOOD

OFFICE

ALL HIS COMPETITORS

,a

--

COLORADO

Heavy Vote in Indiana
Indianapolis lnd., No.. 4 Election IS AN EDUCATIONALFORCE
o..-- . , and brisk.
day in Indiana
Every city and mcorpoit.ed town In LAWYER
ASSERTS THERE NEVER
the state is voting for mumcipal offiUNITED STATES DELIVERS ULTI
WAS ANY D ESI RE TO CREATE
.
cers.
BIG COMBINATION
MATUM TO MEXICO'S PROVI
Early voting in Indianapolis, 'was
heavier than usual. The four main
SIONAL PRESIDENT
candidates for mayor here are Jos
PERKINS HAD
AN
IDEA
NO
NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
eph E. Bell, democrat; Charles A.
SUCCESSOR TO EE APPROVED
Book waiter, republican; Dr. W. H.
Johnson, progressive, and Dr. C. S H SHOWED MR. McCORMICK HE
STRIKERS AND DEPUTIES ARE
'
Wood, citizens.
IF HE IS NOT SATISFACTORY TO
MUST MAKE PARTNERS OF
GIVING UP THEIR ARMS

Riot Feared in Gary
lnd., Nov. 4. There were
Gary,
Seven states hold elections today fears of rlotinar incident to the elec.
New Jersey rtion here todayExtra policemen
and Virginia-cho- ose
governors. Mary- - and depUties were on duty and state
land elects a United States senator troops of
neIghborlng towns were ln
and state controller;
Pennsylvania readiness to respond Instantly to a
two superior court judges; Kentucky
call for help. The fight here is over
two circuit judges and a legislature; the
mayoralty, the candidates being
New York nine supreme court jus- Thomas Knotts, the
incumbent, and
tices, chief justice of the court of R. O. Johnson, the fusion candidate.

WITH RELUCTANCE

IGNITION

DAVIS WINS WITH

A

MYSTERY

OFFICIALS ARE UNABLE TO FIND
OUT WHAT SET THE PARTICLES AFIRE

HIS LOCOMOBILE

Trinidad, Col'., Nov. 4. There were LOS ANGELES TO PHOENIX AUTO
no new developments in the strike
MOBILE CONTEST REQUIRES
situation today. The deputies and
18 HOURS 47 MINUTES
strikers are giving up their arms without resistance, but somewhat reluctPhoenix, Ariz., Nov. 4. Olin Davis,
'
antly.
driving jo, Locombile car, won the Los
The general order to inoculate every Angeles-Phoeni- x
and San Diego expo
member of the Colorado National sition automoible race
today, reaching
Guard to rend them Immune to ty thisi city at 1:48 p. m.
phoid fever was put into effect today.
Davis finished the
drive in
Several companies have been expos 18 hours and 47 minutes. Vice Presi-deed to the disease at the Ludlow tent
Marshall and Governor Hunt
colony where five cases have develop were at the finish when Davis, who Is
ed with the past few days. No sol virtually a novice at race
driving,
diers have been stricken.. The task
of Inoculating the soldiers began at

IS

Dawson, N. M., Nov. 4. Coal dust
was the predominant roree in the
that wrecked mine No. 2 of
the Stag Canon Fuel company hera
October 22 and resulted In the death
of 263 men, according to a statement
issued today by Ree? IL Beddow, Btat
mine inspector. It has not been de
termined what Ignited the dust
The statement declared that eras
Played very little, If any, part in the
explosion; that a week before (he ex
plosion he had taken samples of air
which were analyzed by the United
States-bureaof mines at Pittsburgh
and showed only ! t of 1 per cent
of menthane. This, the
inspector
points out, is very low lor a mine of
that character. He says that in the
last ten days experts nave been
searching for gas hut have not found
cuvugu anywnere in the mine to show
in a safety lamp test.
Inspector Beddow's sf.atement follows:
'Gas played very little part in tlo
explosion of the Dawjon mine. Th"
mine was the best ventilated mate -

GIVES
APPROVAL
the federal suit for dissolution of the EUROPE
International Harvestor company, today in the United States district court, MOST OF THE FOREIGN COUNpictured the harvester concern as one
TRIES THINK THE POLICY IS
of the greatest educationa' and bene-icia- l
A WISE ONE
forces ever created In this country.
Counsel for the defense then asNov.
Washington,
4.
President
associate
justice, assembly
appeals,
to George W. Perkins' mind Wilson let the Mexican situation sim
signed
and two state senators. New Jersey
Reform Element Busy
credit for this achievement and; as mer a few hours today while he went
i
also elects a new legislature.
i uuauoiuuia, iuv. 4. nixieur, in serted that without Mr. Perkins' mind to Princeton, N. J to vote. The tenCongressmen are to be elected in 'spots the voting was not heavy in
early to direct tie organization and expan- sion over this government's ultimatum
four districts, the Third Massachu-- hours of
Phi,ttdelph,a.8 clty election. sion of the business, the International to Huerta was, not relieved
by the
setts, Thirteenth and Twentieth NewjThe votiug centered ittrgeiy about Harevster
company of today would president's absence, however, and beYork and Third Maryland.
Icouncilmen and the county offices, have been an
fore Mr. Wilson left the White House noon and the remainder of the
impossibility.
Oldfield Not Killed
day
new pfficerS, the reform a(imin,stl.atiAn
Many cities choose
mW tha
"When Mr. McCormick wen to New he conferred wit.lt Secretary Bryan.
will be occupied in. the work.
Ariz., Nov. 4. A report
New
Phoenix,
and
York, Philadelphia
notably
All officials here were silent over
leadership of Mayor Blantoenburg en York in 1902 to enlist ttie services of
The sanitary measures have caused that
Cincinnati.
Oldfield, one of the lead
Barney
deavoring to gain, through a fusion the house of J. P. Morgan & Company the notice to Huerta to vacate the a temporary cessation in, the work of ers In
the Los
to
him
of
control
councils.
aid
in
movement,
city
getting capital to extend provisional presidency of 'Mexico and disarming the strikers and deputies of
had been killed 12 miles east
Sulzer Visits Polls
the foreign trade of the McCormick seat no partisan of Jh is in his place. the district. It is stated that more race,
of Yuma, proved unfounded
New York, Nov. 4. William Sulzer,
when
company, he met Mr. Perkins, a. man The tinders tan'' "'"us tnat the atti- - rifles have been placed in possession
Light Vote in Trenton
Oldfield's car was reported later
'
deposed governor, accompanied by a
who
tud
here
'n
u.'.
Nov.
N.
war
for
for
invaluable
of
J.,
the
John
Trenton,
R. Lawson to be turned over
announcements
exactly
passing Castle Dome, 40 miles this
uoay guara, tquay maue an eariy tour governor and members of the general sort of thing Mr. McCormick desired
to the troops.
the next step.
just n,'" an)
side of the scene of the supposed
of the Sixth assembly district from
hv
said.
"Mr.
was
,
Perkins'
interest
latest
brlsk ln g0me parts of
Lewis King, a negro striker, was
centered
training at nr ahon
assemby
which he seeks election. to the HtateTfw
.inference with the placed under arrest this morning
Jersey for an hour or tWQ Rfter experiences as a western t. 1 am ar "...'Huerta's
assembly on the. regressive- - ticket )tte poHrpwied.-bu- t
in the greater his headquarters, st Ddiivx-- jowTyj AiexJsos.City dip! fyl.trnAa(aa4.gh,aS: wtb, thoshooiing of the two
- - Cars e.ii'Early-Sta- rf
'
the start.- - Tbo'fB
He visited nearly all of the polling !part of the Btate it wag Iight The years had made hAn thoroughly famil- - ascnarge o bhauglmessy had deliver- children ot iVauk' C. Woo ten on Octo- - j
jn.n
"
'
4.
Ariz
or
In
the
order
was
ed
at
andi
most
of
them
the
with
latest
iar
greetthe
places
note, Huerta called in the ber 25 at Tabasco. King is also (barg!managers ot the three candidates for
great agricultural situa'night tliff'23 mo- through, tho Inirip
ed with cheers. A heavy vote was
tion in this country. Then later, Mr. diplomats, but no announcement was ed with having exploded a bomb near of their arrival
,m
',,.,
ovnt th0
tor
cars
that
the 574 mile air was divided into many diuV.ri,t
started
of
made
cast.
Perkins'
their conference.
the camp on the day following.
experiences in Europe had
being
voting toward the end of the day.
race
Los
from
Angeles to Phoenix, splits, going into all parts of the
President Wilson planned to be in
given him, a comparative knowledge
Heavy Vote in Sulzer's District
Punishing Trainmen
were
sent
this morning on the mine, thus preventing anv accumula
away
touch
of agricultural conditions there.
with the situation practically
C. E. Seehorn of Denver, representIn Sulzer's district the vote up to
Mayoralty Contest In Buffalo
206 miles of the iournev.. Olin tion of gas. For the past ten days
last
hour
he
is
"In
Mr.
rewith
every
to
McCormick
was larger in proporthe
and
Brotherhood of Locomotive
away, today
discussing
ing
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 4.Election inof the best gas experts and mintion than in any other district ln the terest in Buffalo centered in the the European situation he declared no turn to .Washington tonight. The Firemen and Enginemen, conferred Davis was first off at 5:35 o'clock, many
men of the country have been exing
confident
that
noon
before
he
would
one
the
left
10
was
here
of
here
o'clock
with.
D.
president
at,
this
J.
existing companies
today
Welch, general
city. More than 50 per cent of the
d
mayoralty contest in
have rounded into the finish at the amining the mine and hunting for pas.
registered vote was east before noon. which Mayor Louis B. Fuhrmann, strong enough in capital, credits and morning, expected to arrive in Prince- superintendent of the Colorado &
but not
has beii found anyton
men
to
at
2:30
o'clock
this
realproperly and adequately
afternoon, cast Southern and J. H. Abrams, division Phoenix fair grounds. Charles Soules where toenough
Sulzer supporters said all indications democrat nppliH
anrl la
show up In a safety lamp
'
was
his
ize
20
leave
Oldfield
,tlB
ballot,
Princeton
second,
lost
at
disover
the
vast
of
4:20
the
Barney
recent
possibilities
a
substansuperintendent,
pointed to bis election bp
...
test. .
by Thomas Stoddart, republi-tial plurality. About 25 arrests for can, an'd United States District At- eign field. Then he started out to get o'clock and arrive back in the capital charge of the train crew that refused minutes at the control, but declared
"A week previous, to th
(nh.Him
to leave here for Berwlnd and Tabasco he would catch up. The fourth out
alleged irregularities in voting had torney John L. O'Brien, on a citizens' interests to. form this concern, strong at 9:25 o'clock tonight
I took samples of the main return air
T.
was
C.
Administration officials directly con with, a special train carrying mine
Rice.
enough and big enough to go into
been made up to noon. Among those ticket.
and had it analyzed by the United
this field. When he started he had nected with the Mexican negotiations deputies. The train was finally taken
arrested were four Columbia students.
States
bureau of mines at Pittsburgh,
in mind no particular companies, aside, have adopted a policy of absolute si out alone by the guards but was
Pa. The analysin of the air showed
Only One Candidate
SHIP
comCOLLIDES
lence,
from
it
at
McCormick
the
perhaps,
considering
stopped by strikers near Ludlow.
I'ITII
Inexpedient
New York to Choose Many Officers
of 1 per cent of menthane,
4.
Nov..
.
only 0
Richmond, Va.,
Bright pany. Now when he went to many this time to define the course of acIt is understood the trainmen conch-Albany, N. Y., Nov. 4 Elections weather ushered in the day for Virwhich is very low for a mine of
tion
in
heeking the
being pursued and declining to tend that they refused to go because
different, companies
are being held thoughout New York ginia's novel election. The
IMMENSE ICEBERG this character.
balloting material he desired, his mind was comment cne way or the other on the of the danger, while the railroad of"Coal dust was the predominant!
today for selection of members of the is for governor, and there is but one
from
Mexico
reports
perfectly open on that point."
City, regarding ficials declare that no protest, as is
force
that propagated the explosion
assembly, a chief judge and associate candidate Henry C. Stewart, a
Judge McHugh then attacked the the presentation of a summary note to required, was made, and that it was FREIGHTER "MANCHESTER COMall the mine, and Is the
Judge of the court of appeals, and nine
throughout
Huerta
government's charge that the subject
requiring his immediate res- a plain case of insubordination. Late
MERCE" HPS NARROW ESmost serious and difficult problem the
supreme court judges. Two senators,
of foreign trade was an afterthought ignation.
was
this
afternoon
the
conference
CAPE FROM SINKING
one to succeed Stephen J. Stilwell,
coaj operators have to contend with
That this elimination of Haierta is still in session and efforts to secure
Fighting for Mayor
by the officials of the harvester comIn operating their mines. What stirred
of the Twenty-first- ,
who is now in
Louisville,
Ky., Nov. ,4. Progres- pany, which began to loom 'arge about a sine qua non, is admittedly the fund- statements were unsuccessful.
St. Johns, N. F., Nov. 4. The
s
up and ignited the coal dust has not.
Sing Sing prison, and another to suc- sives and democrats of Louisville en- the time the federal suit was filed.
amental principle of the administraline freighter, Manchester Com- bfen determined up to the present
ceed Franklin D. Roosevelt, of the
tion
the
in
final
sucbut
He
of
of
their
declared
the
bit
this
the
the
gaged
that
policy,
fight
that four battleships of the third divi merce,
beyond
naming
Twenty-sixth- ,
who resigned to become ter
dragged her way into the har-ob- time. This may be revealed later mi,
mayoralty campaign todav. A company was done particularly, with cessive steps taken or contemplated sion are due at Vera Cruz and Tam-pic- o
here
assistant secretary ot the navy, were
today, her bow a mass of when some of the rooms and pilars
tomorrow.
or!ght morning brought out an early a view to the matter of foreign trade, are not disclosed.
crumpled
wreckage and her pumps which are now inaccessible have been
w vv wnuacu. cmucwssuia are also to yote
and referred to evidence to show that
Powers Will Give Support
Rear Admiral Fletcher, command
be elected to Congressmen Timothy
An air of confidence in official cir- ing the second division, will take com racing madly to defeat the flood of cleaned .out, and lit which further InMr. Perkins named the company "Inwater which poured in through the vestigation will be made."
D. Sullivan, deceased, and Francis
ternational" over the wishes of the cles is taken to indrcate mat the Unit- mand of the entire squadron. The
Women Vote in Illinois
shattered hull.
Burton Harrison, resigned.
Mr.
ed
States is satisfied that practically New
Morgan, who, he asserted,
voters late
Chicago, Nov. 4. Women
Hampshire and Nebraska will
The steamer, which carries no wireSENTENCED FOR MURDER
took a prominent part in "wet and wanted to call the company the "Unit- all the great powers have agreed to keep station at Tampico, while the less
apparatus, crashed into a giant
in
Massachusetts
New Haven, Conn Nov. 4. Mrs,
Raining
support the administration's policy at Louisiana, Michigan, Rhode Island,
dry'' elections in 24 Illinois cities and ed States Harvester company."
iceberg at 2 o'clock Sunday morning Bessie J. Wakefield and James
was falling (.owna
Boston, Nov.
least to the extent of observing a
Flew;
Virginia and New Jersey will await while about 100 miles east of Belle
when
were sentenced in the superior courts
Massachusetts
the
WOMAN WILL TESTIFY
throughout
strictly neutral attitude and allowing
off Vera Cruz. In addi- Isle.
developments
c
thi3 afternoon to hn
voting began today. Balloting start-- '
Dallas, Tex., Nov. 4. Grand jury the United States to test its own plan tion to these seevn drea'dn
Tre night was dark and the berg by JudgeatBurpee
oughts, the
ed early in Boston and several other!
the state prison here oa
IfPiHRJ PtfjlC!,'' TO investigation continued today into the for restoring peace in Mexico,
hanged
M VOL,,. Ill Meade Barr confession involving him- - In the absence of any official state gunboat Wheeling and the cruiser loomed out of the blackness so
M
March 4 next for the murder of Wilcities, but as voting will run into the
are off Vera Cruz, while the denly that there was no time to
liam
on the basis of expression
but
ment,
Wakefield, the woman's husband.in
M.
the
Mrs.
Lake
self
and
Ellie
evening in many places, the returns
Tl.ir
fjmmof
gunboats Ptrel and Nashvile'. are In change the course of the steamer, No woman prisoner ims been fca.r.Re.l
in the contest for governor, between
U
jo4, I lif, o j UiULilU murder of Miss Florence Brown here of opinions by competent observers, It Dominican waters not far away.
which drove at full sneed into it. The in Connecticut
since 1738.
Gardner, republican;
Walsh, demo
last summer. No action was expected is believed that Huerta has been in- On the west coast the armored crui- force of the impact was terrific. The
Wakefield wag killed at his hem
formed
that practicably all tie powers
crat; Bird, progressive, and Foss. in
today.
sers California and Maryland are at steel prow of the liner was crumpled in Chesehire, Conn., last Juno.
INDIANAPOLIS OFFICERS
RESIGN
Plew
a diplomatically represented ln the Mexissued
Mrs. LaWs attorneys
dependent, are expected to be very
RATHER THAN ESCORT THE
Guaymas and Mazatlan, respectively. like a piece of tin as far aft as the turned state's evidence and confessed
ican
to
are
to
defer
disposed
late.
capital
to
her
had
statement
that
urged
they
STREET ' CARS
the United States in the task of re- The gunboat Annapolis also is at collision bulkhead. The decks were that lie had' conspired with Mrs.
go freely before the grand jury with
cruiser covered with, great fragments of ice Wakefield to murder her husband.
Guaymas and the armored
"Wet" or "Dry" in Ohio
was want- storing constitutional government.
information
whatever
lnd.-4.
Nov.
Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh is enroute to that port. and wreckage.
Thirty
Bryan Keeps Silent
Columbus, O., Nov. 4. Fine weath'
.
Captain Couch hastily headed b:s
of the Indianapolis police ed and that they were confident the
patrolmen
Bryan Denies Report
Secretary Bryan flatly refused to diser and brisk voting marked elections
ship for St. Johns. He succeeded in; CHAMP. DE ORO DEFENDS TITLE.
in their badges todav charges by Barr reflecting on her, cuss the situation when
force
turned
Later
issued
today
Bryan
Secretary
were
in this state today--- at
Inquiries
which municiNew oik, Nov
be
rather than ride on street cars and the nature of which was still kept made concerning the demand for the a statement. He declined to discuss notifying bis agents at Montreal by
pal officers for all cities, towns and
f
i
unfounded.
would
New Voik have n t I
secret,
The
irove
of
st'i
mean?)
flag
signals.
strikebreakers. A squad of
use
the
of
word
protect
"ultimatum"
the
or
immediate
retirement
of
Huerta.
villages, and several proposed consti- 50 more
by a heavy sform and the t.unit.y for several years to w :.
policemen aetailed to guard
Senator Bacon, chairman of the for- "advices," Baying he had no more to
tutional amendments are being voted
ARIZONA
FAILS
steamer had a Hard struggle making thif-chfon
BANK
chiin i i
i
which was made ready to start
car
a
conthe
than
conitself
statement
a
say
eign relations committee, after
on.
l
4.
here
Bank
m
Port.
a and thi fut to 'on
Nov.
The
State
reached
Ariz.,
Douglas,
ship
so
against riding
as
was
protested
strongly
follows:
ference
said:
It
with
veyed.
Secretary
Bryan,
The "wet" and "dry" Issues attract- on the car
t
condition. Repairs will re- f i the tin i i tl nit
)
that the effort to resume Examiner J. C. Cailaghan took charge
"I consider the situation to be near
"I have made it a rule not to dis- sinking1
ed much attention along with fierce traffic was abandoned and the
two
The
thi n ( u
f r
i
about
ibe
i ii
of
months.
Trust
and
the
Arizona
quire
Bank
staimr
today
a conclusion. We are very hopeful cuss newspaper reports concerning in
police
,
carried 6,000 tons of general c , ) t'on il ch til j n i i
political fights in Cincinnati, Cleve- returned to patrol duty on the streets. company and the institution did riot
i, t
that things will turn out well."
ternational matters, but the nature of! Her lower
V
!
to
t
which
the
above
land, Columbus, Toledo and other
I
DOTH.
hold,
of
business.
With
open
a
for
Members of the police force ojined
capital
the dispatches from Mexico suggests did not come, was filled with
Navy has Ships Ready
large cities., In this city. Mayor In the cheering which followed' the $30,000, a surplus of $7,500 and $110,-00I)
tipiiu" 1 ween i
Daniels
reiterated
a departure from tho rule at this
today
Secretary
food
and
flour
stuns l impion, sr.
while,
George J. Karb, democrat, is being order sending the strikebreakers back
grain,
to
have that the threo
deposits, the bank is said
secNo ultimatum has been sent were on the
time.
battleships of the
i
deck above. TSie !si u I lriC CO, v
opposed by former Mayor George S. to the baniB.
Means of preventing had loans In excess of $117,000 out ond
l Mexico and It is "unfortunate that
division of the Atlantic fleet wiP
C
t
i
a
t
Chester
Commerce
carries
of
crew
Marshall, republican, and L. Benton rioting are bairn
discussed by the standing, A reorganization is
remain in Mexican gulf waters until
'
t rr n
40 officers and men. Rhe is Imitf of I
Tussif?,
sheriff.
further orders, in spite of the fact.
iCouuiiued ou Page Five)
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...Editor.

nary to the establishment of a Just
and legal government, It will be doing
a great work for all interests. But no
more time should be lost in the dissemination of mere words. Vigorous
action is demanded oy the gravity of
the situation, and acttou that means
something more than mere platitudes.
The time has come in. the history
of Mexico and her suffering people
that peace must be established at any
cost. Too much time has already oeen
wasted in efforts that represent nothing but the exhibition of unwillingness
to resort to extremes. Mexico must
be given to understand that peace
must be established if not by the
themselves, tnen by the
Mexicans
nearest and closest friends of the
Mexican people, who will resort to
extreme measures regretfully, but who
are firmly resolved that the conditions
prevailing in that unhappy country
shall not continue a single day longer
than is absolutely necessary to bring
order out of the existing chaos.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1913.

PUBLICATIONS TO

STRA

ASSIST FARM

WEN".
GOVERNMENT PUBLISHES WORKS
ON, WIDE VARIETY OF

v v

v

TOPICS FROM
V V
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

this era of
New York, Nov. 4.- -In
peace conferences, everlasting peace
talk and pampering of the dove of
peace it eeema a little out of place
to give a public exhibition of the most
approved and modern methods of conducting an effective warfare, yet, just
such an exhibition was opened in Mad
ison Square Garden last Monday. The
exhibition was held under the aus- pfceg of tne Military Athletic league
aml regular soldiers, sailors and
j
tla took part In the drills, sham bat- ties, etc., which constituted the
spectacular features of the exhibition.
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DISBARMENTCASE
OF RENEHAN IS
BEGUN
SANTA FE LAWYER IS ACCUSED
OF PRACTICES UNWORTHY OF
AN ATTORNEY AT LAW

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 4. Trial of
A. B. Renehan for disbarment from
practice in the courts of the state for
unprofessional conduct was commenced before the supreme eourt yester-de- r
,

and judging from the progress
made today, several days will be consumed In the case. Judge Herbert F. Raynolds, of Albuquerque,
Judge In the second judicial district,
sits In place of Justice Hanna in this
case, because of the fact that Justice
Hanna before his election was a member o the firm of Hanna and Wilson,
who are Indirectly connected with the

court sustained a demurrer filed by
Mr. Renehan to this charge.
Evidence was Introduced concerning the first charge; that is, the Juan
Lovato grant case.
George Volney Howard was the first
witness, and he was still on the stand
under cross examination when a re'
cess was taken.
Mr. Howard told of his father's connection with the case as trustee for
the heirs of the south half of the Juan
Lovato grant in Rio Arriba county,
and when later his) father became ill,
of his being made substitute trustee,
and also when his father died, being
made executor of his father's will.
After his father's death, the grant was
sold and when Mr. Renehan presented
assignments from, some 35 of the
heirs, Howard examined the assignments as to form and as to the gene-ologto be sure it was" the right
person, and paid Mr. Renehan on
these assignments, something over
$17,000.
Later, Howard said, he was
on the grant assisting in some surveying, when one of the heirs asked
him how much an heir holding
interest in the estate would get. Be- -

Juan Lobato case, on which is based
the information In one, of the two
specifications on which Mr. Renehan
Is being tried.
Mr. Renehan is represented by J. H.
Crist and E. ft. Wright of this city,
and E. A. Mann of Albuquerque. At
torney Geenral Frank W. Clancy must

prosecute the charges under the stat
ute, and is being assisted by G. V.
Howard and F. C. Wilson, but not as
attorneys of record.
For the court, Harry P. Owen of
Albuquerque Is taking a stenographic
record, while for the defense John
Kenny and Miss Canny are keeping
the record of the proceedings, and
Miss Bristow for the relator.
There were a number of spectators
including Reed Holloman of Tucum-cari- ,
State Senator L. C. Ilfeld of
Las Vegas, Senator Catron, State
Treasurer O. N. Marron' and others.
The disbarment
proceedings are
based on two Informations, one relating to what Is known as the Juan
Lovato grant case and the second on
what is called the Gosset case. A
third specification was eliminated a
short time ago, when the supreme

y,

"Coffee drinking almost ruined my health before a heart and nerve
specialist informed me that coffee was my whole trouble.

"I

years of age, and from boyhood up to about the year 1900 I
was strong and well, coul'd eat any kind of food day or night, slept soundly,
and it was said that I had no nerves.
am

53

"I began to suffer from indigestion and
vous.

I took medicine, kept at work,

was

getting sleepless and

and stuck to my coffee

ner-

the harm of it

was never suggested to me.

"One morning just after dressing I collapsed, and for mx weeks I was
very, very sick, But I pulled through. After another rest I did not improve,
but became worse. My heart got very bad, so weak at times that I would
J

faint.. I also suffered from constipation.

"In February,

'

1908, I was obliged to resign my position ns manager.

"Finally in July, 1911, I cams to San Francisco to consult the best
heart and nerve specialist to be found, and was directed to Dr.
.
He made a thorough examination and several blood tests. He told me that
the trouble was with my heart and nerves brought about by coffee; that the
caffeine contained in coffee was poison to rne; and to stop the use of coffee absolutely and immediately. Since that time I have not tasted one drop of
coffee.

x

f

"Wheal

topped coffee, I thought, what shall I drink. Milk has a
tendency to constipate me; cold water is all right in its place, but it doesn't
belong on the breakfast table. So I concluded to try Postum. It is delicious
with cream and sugar. I drink it whenever I can find it, and I enjoy it as
well as I once did coffee,
"My normal weighty was about 170 lbs. and I had been as low as 133.
In three weeks I was greatly improved; in six months I began to feel like my
old self , and now, ten months after I stopped coffee, I am about well and
weigh

178

lbs.

I have not been constipated once

not once!

My stomach

seems as good as ever; I sleep well, feel well, and I am well.
"I am sure my good doctor's advice, 'stop coffee,' is the secret of my
improvement:-

v

-

"Of course I 'have it in' for coffee, and why shouldn't I? See what it
cost me, my health, position and thousands of dollars.
"Now in conclusion! you are at liberty to use my name any way you
wish. I enclose names f my doctors. My only object is. to help other afflicted persons. I don't want any compensation, and would not accept any.".
'
LARAMIE MAYER,
,.

703

Jackson St.,
Oakland, California.

Postum now comes in two forms.

,

REGULAR POSTUM must be well boiled.
INSTANT POSTUM is a soluble powder. A
spoonful dissolves in a. cup of hot water and, with
sugar and cream, makes a perfect cup INSTANTLY.
Grocers everywhere sell both kinds.
A

use

mighty army of former coffee drinkers now
ft

t rcyn
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Check (he Symptoms
of Lung TrcsMe
One of the many reasona why Iunn
Trouble Is so dilllcult to tight Is tiecauBe
the dlBenne is often of a very flattering
nature. The patieut may look well, but la
reality Is fast losing strength by continued night sweuUi, fever and cough.
These symptoms should be checked as
quickly as possible. Eckman's Alterative
Is beneficial iu checking fever and night
sweats and It has brought about many
Head this case:
complete recoveries.
805 W. 30th St., New York.
"Gentlemen: I am writing you this testimonial that others may know what
your Alterative has done for me. Since I
was a very young woman I was a sufferer from Bronchitis.
I tried doctor
after doctor, getting little or no benefit.
Finally I had night sweats, weak
spells and lost rapidly in weight and my
doctor told me if they were not checked

THREE

WITHIN

iU2

SIX
And

YEARS
ARCHDEACON WARDEN
MAKES
THIS PREDICTION REGARDING
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Albuquerque, N. M.j Nov. 4. That
there is no possibility of a disruption
in the Episcopal church as a result of
healthy."
the agitation for the change of name
MRS. ROSA VOELPEL.
(Affidavit).
discussed at the recent triennial con
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many yeiirs' test to be most efficacious vention in New York City is the po
for sev.M-Throat and Lung Affections,
sitive opinion voiced today by ArchBronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
deacon W. E. Warren, just returned
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
from attending the gathering.
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
,
of recoveries, nnrt write to Eekman
Laboratory,
Ph., for eviPhiladelphia,
Mr. Warren was absent from the
dence. For sale by all leading drugglats
and E. . Murphey and Central Drug city five weeks and while away visited his former parish at Jacksonville,
CoGmpany.
Fla., where he was given a most corTore he could get further with this dial reception by his old parishioners.
statement, attorneys for Mr. Renehan "The change in the name of the
objected and the objection was sus church to my mind is" bound to .come
tained.
The attorney geenral stated In the next six years at the furthest,"
that because of the charges that had said Mr. Warren. "The events at the
been made, he wished this evidence convention showed plainly that the
might be admitted on the ground that church is determined to assert the
it was the starting point of Howard's fact that it is a branch of the hisactivity in the subsequent proceed- toric Catholio church. It is not a
ings, but the court refused to admit matter of doctrine but of historical
the testimony.
standing. Much that has been said
This concluded Howard's direct tes by press and public indicates a mis.
timony and he was under cross exam apprehension of the idea of the pro
ination when the recess was taken. posed change. In the early days the
No Court at Taoa
church was called Episcopal because
A note from Judge T. D. Leib of the it was the church that had bishops.
Eighth judicial, district, has announced This church stands for and is work
that the regular term of the Taos dis ring hard for the unity of Christen
trict court, which was to have begun dorri. In this country there are many
on the tenth of this month will not denominational bodies which realize
be held.
the growing need for church unity,
The sheriff of that county, Sinecio but it was felt at New York that the
Sisneros, died just a few days before time is not ripe for this step by our
the time set for the jury drawing, and organization toward the universal
Ms successor could not be qualified In church. The majority are disposed
time1 to participate in the same, as re- to await the development of" events
quired by law. For this reason, there until a time when the significance of
will bo no term of the court In that the change of name to the American
county until the regular spring term. Catholic church or a term of similar
significance may be better under
Boundary' Suit November 10
Taking testimony in the boundary stood. But any change thus made
contention between New Mexico and will be the desire of! the church as a
Texas, Involving some very valuable whole and will not result in a dislands north of this city, will begin in ruption. The reason is that a change
El Paso November 10, Attorney Gen- made in the constitution requires a
s
vote for such matters,
eral Looney coining here from Austin
to assist local counsel in the case. thus eliminating the possibility of a
The property involved is valuable land division.
and the controversy as to whether it
"When the change is made it will
is In Texas or New Mexico will prob- be by
overwhelming vote of clergy
ably not be determined this side of and laity and bishops. These things
the supreme court of the United come slowly and surely. In RichStates.
the provincial system
mond, when
was first broached there was strenuTelephone Line to Cuba
Local forest service officials report ous opposition but the church is now
the recent extension and completion almost unanimous on the proposiof the service telephone line to Cuba, tion."
N. M. Communication can now be had
Dr. Warren noted a distinct" trend
from there to various points on the
among the rectors toward the socialJemez national forest, Espanola and istic idea.
"While the bishops and
Santa Fe. Connection is made aat me men wun
were
responsibility
Santa Fe with the local exchange of
guarded in their statements," said St.
the Mountain States Telegraph and
John's rector, "in the discussion on
Telephone company. Nearly 60 miles
property rights, social service and inof the line is through mountainous,
dustrial justice, the rectors, the men
timbered country. Here the use of who
have not the same direct repoles is dispensed with, the line being
showed an intense tensponsibility,
suspended to trunks and limbs (if dency toward
support of the rights
trees by wire.' The line wire passes of.
In this connection
the masses.
through hollow porceal insulators. By the convention
out strongly
brought
this method, the strain on the line the
advance in social service
great
incident to swaying of trees is obviat
and Sunday school work that has
ed; otherwise, this swaying is a fruit been made. The
activity of the
ful source of breakage of the wire.
church iu this regard has been mar
The line is maintained by the fores velous
during the past year.
rangers in course of their regular
"In
the
convention each diocese has
work.
four clerical and four lay delegates,
and each missionary district has one
CHRISTMAS SHIP SAILS
San Francisco, Nov. ' 4. The last of each. Heretofore the missionary
transport that will reach the Island district has had the right of the floor
of Guam and the Philippines before but no vote. For 30 years Governor
Christmas will sail from, this port to- Prince of Santa Fe and others have
morrow and Colonel John T. Knight, been engaged in the fight for a voting
the local depot quartermaster of the right for the missionary district, such
United States army and his assist as New Mexico. The fight has now
ants! are almost overwhelmed with been successful and the church In
work owing to the enormous number New Mexico now is placed on a par
of Christmas gifts for the American with a diocese in the matter of votsoldiers in the far east which have ing."
accumulated here during the past Mr. Warren also calls attention to
week or so. Two years ago the the adoption of the provincial system
Christmas transport did not stop at in which divisions of the church
Guam, and it was necessary to post form separate councils, similar to the
pone the Christmas festivities on the provinces of the English church, sitisland for one month. This was due ting as separate houses of bishops
to an epidemic of smallpox, on ac and deputies in the disposition of
count of which, the transport was not matters of moment in the district.
Mr. Warren pays a tribute to Rev.
allowed to land its cargo of gifts.
I would have Lung Trouble.
Miss Mary
Korhamer, who is a friend of mine, recovered after taking your Alterative and
Insisted that I try it. I am now, after
two years, perfectly well, strong and

habit-formin-

'
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'

Reason"

the Basis of Her Health and
Vigor Lie in the Careful Regulation of the Bowels
If woman's beauty depended upon
cosmetics, every woman would be a
picture of loveliness. But beauty lies
deeper than that. It lies in health. In
the majority of cases the basis of
health, and the cause of sickness, can
be traced to the action of the bowels.
The headaches, the lassitude, the
sallow skin, and thjs lusterless eyes
are usually due to constipation. So
many things that women do habitually
conduce to this trouble. They do not
eat carefully, they eat indigestible
foods because the foods are served
daintily and they do not exercise
enough. But whatever the particular
cause may be it is important that the
condition be corrected.
An ideal remedy for women, and
one especially suited to their delicate
requirements is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, which thousands of women
endorse highly, among them Mrs. C.
S. Vance, of 511 S.
Ray St, New Cas
tle, Pa. At times she had spells of
Indigestion so severe that she thought
she would die. Syrup Pepsin reirulat.
ed her stomach and bowels, and she
attributes her excellent health today
to this remedy.
All the family can use Dr. Caldwell'B
Syrup Pepsin, for thousands of moth
ers give it to babies and children. It
is also admirably surted to the
require
ments of elderly people, in fact to all
who by reason of age or infirmity
cannot stand harsh salts, cathartics
Declare War on Colds

hVoiM

beco

common

r

)

MRS. C. S . VANCE

pills or purgatives. These should al
ways be avoided, for at best their ef
fect is only for that day, while a genu
ine remedy like Syrup Pepsin act
mildly but permanently.
It can be conveniently obtained at
any drug store at fifty cents or one
dollar a bottle. Results are always
guaranteed or money will be refunded.
Yoji will find it gentle in action, pleasant in taste, and free from eripinff.
and its tonic properties have a distinct
Value to women. It is the most widely-uselaxative-toni- c
in America today
and thousands of families are now
never without it.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419 Wash,
ington St, Monticello, III. A postal
card with your name and address on it
will do.

I

special conferences on outdoor relief

dive

deBdent

nr.!

child- "-. CM

age pensions, the employment of wo
men and children in industries and
other sociological problems.

within the next
has been begun by prominent New
York' physicians. Here is a list of the
"don'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation of the
cold:'
"Don't sit In a draughty car."
"Don't sleep In hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you
take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
as possible. To accomplish that you
will find Chamberlain's Cough Remedy most excellent. Sold by all deal-ers. aqv.

A tight feelins in the chest
panied by a short, dry cough, Indi
cates an mnamed condition In the
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
size
HORF.wOTTVn avn.
S
UP; you get with each bottle a frea
rUSitKiCis. S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest The syrup
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the inflamation. It Is an
Ideal combination for curing colds
settled in the lungs. Sold bv On- tral Drug Co. Adv.
BALJ-ARD'-

--

ALABAMA CLUB WOMEN

Dothan, Ala., Nov. 4. The nineteenth annual meeting of the Alabama
State Federation of Women's clubs
opened here today with a conference
of the executive hoard. The conven
tion is well attended and will remain
in session unjjil Friday. An interest
mg program nas Deon arranged
for
the gathering.

WANTS

MORE CATTLE RAISERS
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 4. Alabama's "biggest and best'' land t ' reus
opened here today and there is every reason to think that the prediction on the advertising matter will
materialize. Governor O'Neal
this
morning urged tha delegates to use
every legitimate means of mcrea.;;n:r
the number of farmers in the . (.ate.
There Is room for thousands of Intel
ligent, stock raising farmers in the
state. The keynote of the three days'
congress is certain to be the question
of increasing the amount of live ptock
on Albama farms.
When the south
is more fully recognized as holding
the key to the nation's meat supply,
land values will soar, according- to
the judgment of most of those present. Joseph O. Thompson, the larg- est farm operator in the state, presid
ed at today's; session.
.

More Bottles Sold Each year
It is easy to understand why an
increasing number of bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
boiu yearly, xnos. verran, 286 Edward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
has always proven an effective remedy, quickly relieving tickling in the
throat, and stopping the cough with
no bad after effects. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

-

CONFERENCE OF CHARITIES
La Crosse, Wis., Nov. 4. Delegates

representing charitable boards, insti
tutions and associations in nearly ev
ery section of the state are in attendance at the annual state conference
of Charities end Corrections which
met here today for a session extendThere will be
ing over three days.

Regulate the bowels when they fail
HERBINE ia an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
the liver and stomach and restores a
fine feeling of strength and buoyoney.
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.
.

to move properly.

Adv.

,

TRIAL FOR ALLEGED KILLING
Waterloo, la., Nov. 4. The case of
Jefferson T. McCaskill, accused of
killing Henry Phillips, a wealthy

farmer,

In a

querrel over the delivery

Dr. Howden of Georgetown, Pa., elected bishop for this district, as a plain
man "with no frills nor foolishness,"!
and quite practical in his methods.
"He ought to be able to accomplish
much "in the southwest," said
the

archdeacon.
The New York convention, lasting
from October 8 to 23, included representatives of the American church and
all activities under the direction of
HiCaskill, whio claims the killing the house of bishops, the territory-coverewas done in
is to be
including Alaska, China, Japan,
tried now on a charge of manslaugh Mexico, Brazil, Porto Rico, and Libe,
ter.
ria. The matter of including the work
of the English church in South AmWanted Good, clean rags. 5 cents erica was discussed and such action
per pound. Optic Office.
will probably he taken later.
of a sewing machine, came up for
trial today. This Is the second trial
of the case. At the first trial the
jury returned a verdict of manslaughter and the defendant appealed.
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the following three
points of distinction :

observe

1 That the neck strap over
the cork is unbroken. It's the

I

m

v,f

''I

'

S

seal of security.

2 That our name and mon- ogram are blown in the bottle.

It's a certificate of merit.
3 That
trade-mar- k

the label bears our
of the "Old Chem-

ist" and signature of the Company. It's a sign of the genuine.
fin? ?tf3
I

r--i

(

i

fn

;

Unscrupulous manufacturers and dealers
sometimes take advantage of the nationwide popularity of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as a remedy for all mankind, by offering imitations and substitutes of the genuine for the sake of greater profit.
To guard your best interests, become f
with the exact appearance of the
bottle, the contents of which have done so
much to relieve suffering and bring health
and happiness into thou- sands of homes.
"
T
oriinal and gmv"
I I
v ) Whiskey is sold in seuL--I
V
"jdruggist?, frroccr and I. :
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SCHOOLS
Hi! L CONTRACTS SUNDAY
TO HOLD A BIG

BE ALLOWED

$0(1

NOT

who played an Important part, did
excellent work.. In the trying ordeal
when she discovered a snake In her
bed, she showed self possession as
well as ability xas an actress, while
Ludwig Ilfeld showed himself a capable actor full of expression and action. Mr. Ilfeld acted the part of the
surveyor and made a hit with the audience.
"The Rattlesnake" Is an excellent
SPEAKER OF HOUSE UNABLE TO production and Is receiving favorable
FILL LECTURE DATES
comment by the best critics in all the
ON TIME
big cities of the country. Las Vegas
is proud of the picture and of Mr.
Secretary LeNoir of the Y. M. C. Fielding, who produced it for the faA. has received word that it will be mous Lubin
company.
impossible for Champ Clark to come
adas
to Las Vegas on November 8,
' YACHT IN DISTRESS
vertised in the lyceum course. Mr.
Galveston, Nov. 4. "S. O. a, sigClark, however, has said that u it is nals were received here today from
possible he will try to fill his south- the
Wakiva I, with a crew of
western dates during the Christmas 32 yanht
men bound from New Orleans to
holidays.
the vessel was
The unexpectedly long session of Tampico, Indicating
on the shore
to
pieces
pounding
this
for
congress is responsible
The
Pass.
In the event oj fdr. Clark's somewheer near Aransas
to
the
has
gone
Senator
Bailey
tug
the
Ridpath
inability to fill his dates
hnre.au has offered the following list rescue.
Qf men tQ gele(t fl.om as )is g,ll)g(i.
tute: Henry Lane Wilson,
WILL-1to Mexico; Governor McGovern of
Garfield,
James
Wisconsin,
of the interior; Dr. Gunsaulus,
1UISE VALUES
the noted Chicago divine; former Governor Stubbs of Kansas, and Dr.
IGWoods Hutchinson, the well known COUNTY BOARD VOTES TO

IN-

WILL

LEVY IS CLARK

COI

MADE

LARGER

CONVENTION

BIDS REV. MR. MERRITT OF THE
GOVERNMENT ASKS FOR
TERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR THE CARRYING OF THE
WILL BE PRESENT
STAR ROUTES

19I3TAX

IN SPITE OF INCREASE IN STATE
HOLD
LEVY, COMMISSIONERS
DOWN TAXATION

weekly

meeting,

which was held yesterday morning at
the home Rev. Norman Skinner, the
Las Vegas Ministerial association
planned 'for participation in the Sunday school convention which will be
he'd Saturday and Sunday, made ar- n.n.Eemenis for the uiuual Thanks
giving services and decided to hold
a union temperance service the latter
I 'ft of this month,
The Sunday Ft lino", convention will
be held in the First Baptist church,
beginning Saturday morning and continuing through Sunday evening. All
the Sunday schools In the city and
county will participate. The Rev. Mr.
Merritt of the International Sunday
School association will he present.
The general topic for discussion will
be "The Modern Sunday School." The
convention will close with a big union

.t.
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CLEAN YOUR SILVER

BEFORE
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In spite of the fact that the tax levy
for state purposes has been increased
twice since 1911, the property owners
of San Miguel county, owing to the
careful business judgment of the
county commissioners in administering the affairs of the county, will
nra,
rv.
pay taxes this year upon the same
total levy that has been in use for
rlod cf four years, beginning July 1.
the past three years. This announce
Bidders must bo residents of
conment was made at the meeting of the
or
points
the rente in question
commissioners this morning.
o
miormauou
it.
tiirtner
tijKrtus
When it is considered that the
may be obtained from Postmaster F.
Ststate
Las
levq has increased from ten
po
the
East
Vegas
O. Blood at
mills in 1911 to 13.C0 mills in 1913,
effi" ca.
it will be seen that the county comThe five routes are as follows:
to
missioners deserve' considerable credCleveland,
Las
East
Yegas
From
it for being able to prune down counvia Las Vegas. Los Alamos, Sapello, La
reand
a
40.12
miles
ty expenses to such a figure that the
Cue-and Mora.
mail
total levy has not been increased.
The
week.
a
times
six
turn,
7:13
at
Every cent of' the money collected
Kiu.it leave East Las Vegas
latnot
for
Cleveland
in
county purposes has been used to
a,, m. and arrive
service on Sunday evening, the vari
Neither the Y. M. C. A. or the Ridous churches o the city dispensing advantage, with the result that there
er than 7:13 p. m.
the
and
waste
no
Mineral
has
to
county's
been
path bureau can be held responsible
with their regular evening worship
From East Lab Vegas
In
in
are
and
excellent
finances
for the postponement of the Clark
18.C3
shape.
miles
the
attend
Vesas.
that all their people may
Hill, via
fixed
Had congress adjourned at me
its
date.
to
mall
expense
meeting
Sunday school rally. It is expected addition
return.three times a week. The
to
new
of
build
able
end
been
Sept ember, as many thought It
7:15
in
has
the
at
much
county
result
will
Vegas
the convention
must leave East
would not have been any
there
not benefit for the various Sunday schools bridges and make other improve- would,
a. in., arriving in Mineral Mill
Mr.
Clark filling his dates.
of
available
from
ments
the
with
Min
money
question
of the city and county.
later than 12:13 p. m., and leave
will this section of the counNot
Rev.
only
levies.
in
to
invite
its
voted
ministers
The
arriving
eral Hill one hour later,
try suffer because of the.
Following is the levy for 1913:
ithin five hours. Dr. Jacob H. Landau, spiritual directsession of the solons, but the north13.60
to
for
deliver
state
mills;
For
Montefiore,
of
purposes,
or
Temple
The trip is made Tuesdays, Thursdays
as well,
5
Thanksmills; for western and Pacific section
the Thanksgiving sermon. The
geenral county purposes,
and Saturdays.
was hooked in that part
Clark
as
Mr.
thel
In
school
1
held
will
be
court
for
services
mill;
fund,
general
to Maes, via giving
From East Las Ye.-awill be most fund, 3 mills; for Interest, 7 mills: of the country.
r'hnrrwalo' ' 40 miles and return. The Christian tabernacle and
The offering will go for for road fund, 2 mills; for bridges,
mail must leave East Las Vegas impressive.
the Las Vegas hospital. 4.90 mills; for camino real bridge,
of
benefit
the
at
on Monday and Friday mornings
service will .10 mills; for court house and jail re- "THE RATTLESNAKE" IS
union
The
temperance
before
Maes
in
7:13 a. m. and arrive
be held on the last Sunday evening of pairs, .90 mills; for wild animal boun5:15 P. m. The mail will leave Maes
November in the First Methodist ty, .50 mills. In East Las Vegas the
FIELDING'S TRIUMPH
7:15
at
on Tuesdays and Saturdays
The ministers say there is following items are added; city purchurch.
East
In
arrive
to
is
due
a. m and
no doubt but that the Interest in tem- poses, 13.50 mills;
for schools, 12
Las Vegas by 5:15 p. ni.
is growing all over the United mills; for city certificates, .30
perance
'
mills.jTHOSE WHO saw mt
From East i.ns ve
statea. They hope that the public The total levy for East Las Vegas is,
FILM LAST NIGHT THINK IT
v n. T.as Vegas aim u
will take the opportunity to acquaint
IS A CLASSIC
same
63.80
the
mills,
figure
week.
a
therefore,
miles and return, three times
with the facts
more
itself
thoroughly
Wedthat has been utilized for the past!
The trip out. is made Monday,
in regard to the things that make for three
Fielding's
Rattlesnake,"
"The
years.- For the town of Las Ve-- j
while the trip In
Friday,
and
individual and social, efficiency.
nesday
film, made a decided hit in
this
splendid
for
Satthe
total
year
levy
and
gas
is;
is made Tuesday, Thursday
08.30 mills, the following being added! Las Vegas last night, when shown at
is 7:15 a.
urday. The starting time
to the state and county levies: City the local theaters and it will be
not
is
of arrival
TO BREAK WILL
s
to., while the time
10 mills; schools, 20 mills, commented on just, as favorably
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 4. That purposes,
later than 5:30 p. w.
who witness its pre- those
citv
pur--j
by
levies
for
schools,
Roright
the
an effort will be made to break the
From East Las Vesas to Santa
Had this picture been tak-th- e
Antonchico. Dilia will of the late Judge Staab by Ar poses and city certificates have been j'sentation.
Las
via
Veas,
sa,
some
other city than Las Vegas,
en
in
three
the
same each year for
past
C8.63 miles thur A. Staab of Oklahoma was inand Mesita do Guadalupe,
would
it
have
comto
pleased Las Vegans for
make
a
one
who
wishes
years,
of
and return. The trip is made three dicated this morning at the session
its
merit
alone, for the. picture with-anparison of the levies of 1911, 1912
times a week. Colonias is to be giv- the probate court, Judge John Baron
out. a doubt is a masterpiece in both
to
add
1913
the
has
but
figures;
en service six times a week from Burg presiding, by Neill B. Field,
given above to the state and county plot and action. Because of its local
Mesita de Guadalupe, nine miles, by counsel for Arthur Staab. No action
was the more enjoy
un- levies for those years to ascertain the significance it
a schedule not exceeding two hours' of any kind was taken, but It Is
able.
Las
Las
totals
East
and
for
Vegas
connection derstood a determine dattempt will
running time each way, in
The scenery shown in the picture
on be made to secure part of the estate Vegas.
with carriers in each direction
1911:
for
is
the
heirs-at-lapleased every Las Vegan who saw it.
levy
Following
main line. The mail will leave for Arthur Staab as one of the
scenes taken at the Normal UniThe
10
State
mills;
general
purposes,
East Laa Vegas on Monday, Wednes-a.
5
mills; for court versity, the Charles Ilfeld residence
to county purposes,
at 7:15
Judge Staab's will left $5,000
day and Friday morning
.1.50
fund.
for
mills;
general school and in the mountains north of the
not later Lawrence Ilfeld and $3,000 each to
m., arriving at Santa Rosa
3 mills; for interest
fund, 7 city all fitted well into the producfund,
children
mail
all
Ruth and TSeartlce Ilfeld,
than 10:15 D. m. Returning the
2.50
road
fund,
mills; for tion and in the opinion of some peoof the remainder ot mills; for
will leave Santa Rosa on Tuesday, of'oLiiis Ilfeld;
5.50
court
for
house ple made the work better than ever.
mills;
at
was left to Ed bridges,
f
Thursday and Saturday mornings not the estate,
Little Miss Alice Danizger, daugh1 mill; for wild aniand
jail
repairs,
remainder
the
Demg
ward A. Staab,
7 a. m., arriving at Laa Vegas
ter
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Danziger,
38
mills.
mills.
.50
mal
Total
bounty,
divided among the three sisters, Anna
later than 10 p. m.
1912:
for
is
the
Nordlevy
Following
bids
Bertha
the
Ilfeld, Delia Baer and
Bond Is required with all
State purposes, 13.50 mills; general
HELPLESS AS BABY
hous.
furnished.
county
purposes, 5 mills; for court
The two brothers, Arthur and Paul
1 mill; for general school purStaab, were not mentioned in the fund,
ATTENTION ODD FELLOWS
3 mills; for interest, 7 mills;
poses,
court
lodge
The
will.
Las
appointed
Of
Vegas
today
the
n timbers
for
road
fund, 2 mills; for bridge Down in Mind Unable to Wort,
li
brothers
George W. Prlchard guardian ad
ndd Fellows and visiting
4.50 mills; for
camino real
afterfund,
and
Fe
of
Santa
tem
Paul
tomorrow
of
Staab
meet
are requested to
. and What Helped Her.
of Isac Bartb guardian ad litem of bridge, 10 mills; for court house and
the
chapel
at
o'clock
noon at 1:30
the
jail repairs, .90 mills; for wild aniJ C Johnsen and Son to attendL. u Ruth and Beatrice Ilfeld. The hear
6' at mal bounty, .50 "mills. Total 3S mills
to
November
was
continued
.f nnr late brother,
i
ing
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
luutria
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "J sufcomstoclc. By order of noble grand.; 9:30 a. in.
fered for 15 years with an awlul rain in
WOMAN IS MURDERED
"B"1 oluc "useu irom womanly
Nov. 4
With
her!'"
Pottsvllle,
Pa.,
vr
T
W
fliiuuuv.iuicu mis ior II, uui V.llll- head and chest crushed a woman be- uuuuic,
out success, i suitered so very much,
' SJ A
...
lieved by the police to be Mrs. Mary that I became down in mind, and as helpI '
I
In.
Louissa of St. Clair, was found dead less as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
ot snape. was unable to do any work.
today in the outskirts of ' Pottsvllle.
V
.,4
(,!(.?
V,.
Mrs. Louissa disappeared about two . .
daugh dose. Bv the time I had tpn I? hnt.
weeks ago and her
ter created a stir when she reported ties, my health was completely restored.
had I am now 48 years years old, but feel as
..
-suffer-....
writes "D. P. P. is superior to any- to the policed that tier father
good as I did when only 16.
itiy hospital patients,
the tuvr scorch- - thing I have ever found. Soft and thrown her mother down a mine. The
Cardui certainly saved me from
n of skin cnncafie. have been
a
powerful agent."
sootiiing,
yet
mine was searched in vain. A week my mind, and I feel it my duty to losing
...I to sleep by h sootkimr fluid
To
P.
do
speak
work.
D..P.
Prescripthe
1 in
by tue nurse' 8 hands?
tion must be ;i,.piied according1 to ago the husband, Michae1 Louissa, dis- in its favor. I wish 1 had so.iie power
e.uid is the famous D. D. t. directions
over
the
sulferin
i"
pamphlet
poor,
women, and could
given
small children.
ion for eczema.
around every bottle. Follw these d- appeared, leaving four
make them know the good it would do
The description of Mrs. Louissa tal- them."
hi ' ! triEE of one irectionsand sec!
y t.rniirnt Cntholio institution.?
And it certainly takes away the Itch lies with that of the murdered woman.
If you suffer from any of the ailments
f vt niii'f.0 ar:-- l jnctitute on opiilt-;- 1
at once the moment the liquid is apregard inir a jjitiet. plied. The skin is poothed
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
calmed
.e hnd t u i lifr eyebrows
i
your while to give Cardui a trial.
ko thoroughly
refreshed delightfully
In damp, chilly weather there Is worth
f
noso and hm had becon
It has been helping weak women fot
cooled.
r.finwo Die ii o of IX 1).no.--1.
a
demand,
for.
alwavs
large,
o
than
more
50 years, and will help you,
All druppiflts of stnndinsr have the
f
urc diittin' her
SNOW LINIMENT because too.
.,
s well aa the eliicient
their natural famous
D. 1. D. fcikln .Soap.
s. .;:!.
many people who know by experience
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
TRut we
i
r po confident of the merin "lifer "r? are
ii
its igreat. relieving power In rheutro.it- iS'Hi'H"!
for
it of this fre'-e- lotion that, we will matic aches and pains, prepare to
Wr!U tot Chettanoofra Medietas Co., Ladies'
thi:-t In
i
tha imn nss-- prioe of the firet
it 1'with ' retUiKl
Advisory Dept., Cimttanoosa, Tenn., ior Smiat
t i
fj
full eixo boiiio if It fails to reach apply it at the first twinge. Price Intimrttmt
your esse and
book. "Home
Sold ireainaeut toronWomen,"
T
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
your cu.vj, You alone ar to jxidjifa.
frankly
io plain wrapper. fl.C. ill
,
DALL, E. Las Vesas, N. M.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
At its regular

Contracts for carrying the mails
on the five rural routes running from
East Las Vegas into the surrounding
country having reared the date of
their termination, the covernment is
asking for sealed bids from persons
the
mho nre willing to undertake

1LjlJ
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WITH

GORHAM SILVER POLISH
TWENTY FIVE CENTS

TAU PERT'S

oath, the commissioners are of the belt depressed wheat prices today,
below
to
belief that the board of equalization the market opening
is expressing supreme confidence in yesterday's close and, because of lack
its ability as an appraiser when it of speculation showing quickly a still
further decline. The close was firm
presumes to raise the figures.
to
cent net lower.
Here is a schedule of the raises
Corn eased off in simpathy with
demanded by the equalization board:
Agricultural lands, 30 per cent; wheat and suffered a further setbackto
lower than
grazing lands and Improvements, 23 after opening V
per cent; timber lands, 10 per cent; the previous close. The close was
to
city and town lots and improvements, weak at. a net loss of
cent.
20 per cent;
carriages and wagons,
Under general local selling oats
20 per cent; saddles and harness, 20
15
cent;
weaueued, pi ic8 taking a further
per
per cent; merchandise,
NORE ORDERS
OF STATE
cent
furniture, 20 per cent; watches and drop after starting a shade to
EQUALIZATION BODY
clocks, 50 per cent; jewelry, 100 per net lower than, yesterday's final
musical instruments, 30 per ures.
Refusal to comply with the state cent; all other property, 50 per cent.
On larger runs ot hogs here than
board of equalization's order demandPresent at the meeting this morn- - expected provisions took a downward
property in this ing were a number of prominent men 'course, the list, except May lard,
ing that certain
county be raised in valuation will be o Las Vegas, all of whom stated they which was unchanged, showing a net
the policy of the board of commis- would give their hearty support to loss of 2 to
cent cents. The
sioners for San Miguel county. This the commissioners in their determina- - closing quotations were:
was determined upon at the regular tion to resist the demands of the
Wheat, Dec. 80; May 89.
meeting of the board of county com- - board of equalization. They comCorn, Dec. 69; May 70.
missioners this morning, when a re- - mended the commissioners for their
Oats, Dec. 37; May 44.
solution was passe(i placing the com- - stand.
men were
the'se
Pork, Jan. $19.92y2; May $19.85.
Anionig
missioners on record as refusing to Charles Ilfeld, Thomas Ross, William
Lard, Jan. $10.62; May $10.80.
raise the valuations on such classes Springer, W. P. Southard, Hallett
Ribs, Jan. $10.52; May $10.65.
of property the value of which they Raynolds, Robert J. Taupert and Dr.
are allowed by law to fix.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
,T. M. Cunningham.
It is understood the county assesKansas City, Mo., Nov, 4. Hogs, reThe commissioners, in making up
sor will refuse to make the raises In the county tax levy, provided for a ceipts 19,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
Valuation of other classes of proper- levy of 2 mills for road purposes. This lower. Bulk $7.407.80; heavy $7.50
ty demanded by the state board of was done at the request of the coun7.80; packers and butchers $7.50
equalization. It is the intention of ty .road board, which has been work- 7.85; lights $7.407.75;
pigs $6
the commissioners; It is understood, ing in harmony with the commission- 7.25.
"
to resist all attempts on the part of ers in improving the highways of the
Market
Cattle, receipts 17,000.
the equalization board to force them county. It is believed this levy will steady to weak. Prime fed steers
to make the raises in valuation. The furnish a fun which can be used to $8.809.50; dressed beef steers $7.25
commissioners contend that they have great advantage in making San Mi8.75; western steers $G.258.50;
been given the jower to fix certain guel county known all over the state southern steers $5.256.550;
cows
valuations, and the state board has no as the county possessing the best $4.256.75; heifers $59; stockers
right to change their figuresk They thoroughfares.
and feeders $57.50; bulls $4.50
also maintain that the property own6.50; calves $69.50.
ers of the countp have given the valMarket
receipts 15,000.
Sheep,
uations of their possessions at what
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
steady. Lambs $6.757.75; yearlings
they believe to be their actual value,
Chicago, Nov. 4. Lower cables and $56; wethers $4.505; ewes $3.75
As those figures are
given under fine weather all over the domestic ' i, 75
.
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Is spelled in the tone of the comment of every
one of our regular patrons-Sta- rt
now and be
come one of our many satisfied customers.
Shoes, Rubbers, Underwear

Garments
MenV Furnishings
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We point with pride to our many satisfied cus
tomers in Las Vegas-As- k
your neighbor about
usThey will tell you of Bacharach's way of
doing things-- A satisfied customer is our best
advertisement.
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HUERTA TOLD

from a, short business visit at Santa
Fe.
Judge David J. Leahy returned this
afternoon from a week's business visit
in Denver.
E. B. Wheeler came in this aftW-noo- a
from Wagon Mound for a short
business visit.
S. F. Shannon of Oklahoma City,
Okla'., is in Las Vegas for a several
days' business visit.
Edward Crooks of Mishawaka came
in this morning for a short business
.
visit in Las Vegas.
Theodore Lucas of Greeley, Colo.,
came in last night for a several days'
business visit in Las Vegas. .
C. C. Gero of Denver came in last
night and will remain in Las Vegas
for an indefiinte Bpace of time.
G. E. Allison of Albuquerque came
a
in last night from his home for
Las
Vegas.
in
visit
short business
M. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker
left last night for Chicago where ,he
next few
will) be on business for the

FROM RAYNOLDS

MUST RESIGN

BUNCH

OFFICE

if

EFFICIENCY"

TO

Las, Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Hosmer of Colorado Springs, Colo., are visitors in
the city- for a short time on their way

Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet.
1
3
1.000
W. Springer
0
2
1.000
0
J. Danziger
1
2
.333
H. Raynolds
2
C. W. G. Ward
.333
,1
1
1
00
J. Harris
1
1
O. H, Bally
.500
C. Danziger
u
.000
1
0
.000
2
Nolette
'

79
146
121
143

Mills

Gehring
Wertz Baily

i
-

60
112
123

10i

91
163
117
123

230
421
361
367

664

1875

J

662 549
man
an insurance
in
came
Raynolds Team
yesterday
from Albuquerque,
1st 2nd
visitor
a
business
be
will
and
evening
113
160
.
Raynolds
hera for the next few days.
154
95
V. M. Moore, an attorney at law of S. Rosenthal
..
107 113
Tucumcari, arived in Las Vegas last Hayward
124
147
night and will be a business visitor I.Henriquez
Bacharach
jlO 118
few
next
the
days.
for
here
Simon Bitteman of Denver came in
631 610.
last night and will be a business visitfor
.Bowled
Fleming.
a
ors here for the next week. He is

W. A. Moore,

.--

prominent sheep man of Denver.
Mrs. M. Bonheim of Cincinnati, O.,
left last night for her home after
having been a visitor with friends in
Las Vegas for the past several weeks.
E. W. Hart left this evening for California; where he will be on business
for the next two weeks. Mr. Hart
will visit Los Angeles and San Diego
and1 will return to Las Vegas by the
way of El Daso.
Charles Pooler, for the past several
weeks in the employ of the Investment and Agency Corporation, left
last night for his home in Raton, He
mis been employed here as a stenographer.
Msr. Joshua Raynolds of El Paso,
who has been visiting relatives in Las
Vegas for the past several weeks, left
yesterday afternoon for Canon City,
Colo, where she will be for several
weeks on a visit with friends.
G. A. Richardson, judge of the Fifth
judicial district, arrived in Las Vegas
this morning for a short business visHe attended the meeting of
it
the board of directors or me siaie
hospital for the insane, of which he
is a member.
returned
.Vrs. H. P. Browne haB
to Las Vegas from Cincinnati, O., and
visChicago, 111., where she has been
weeks.
few
the
for
relatives
past
iting
Beach Pinney, of Cincinnati, a ne-

BE

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST COMPANY

CLUB

Com.nntsnc;ecl BumnesB October
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133
113
131
123
127

406
362
350
394
355

627

1868
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EVIDENCE OF GROWTH

CONTEST AT THE ELK6' CLUB
(Continued From Page One.)
LAST NIGHT WAS DECIDED
BY ONLY SEVEN PINS
the press should give ciedeuce

The Raynolds team was defeated
last night at the Elks' club by the
Baily team by. seven pins In a fast
game. Although no enormous scores
were bowled, the contest was close
weeks.
and interesting. The high score for
J. D. De Pue of Lucero was a the evening went to Hoke with 406
business visitor here, today. He is pins. The opposite honors went to
connected with a mining company at Mills with 230 pins. The official score
Lucero.
of the game Is as follows:
X R. Johnson arrived in the city
Bally Team
Albu1st 2nd 3rd To'l
last, night from his home in
in Hoke
49G
173 153 170
querque for a short business visit

COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION
WILL ENDEAVOR TO BE ALL
to
ITS NAME IMPLIES,
such a report. The harm done by
The first meeting of the newly electspeculation or even inaccuracies in
regard to domestic questions is lim- ed board of directors of the Commerited because the people are acquaint- cial club was held last night at the
ed with the subject and can make al- - club rooms with all but one member
in,' of the board present. A most enthu-regarlowances; but as
to international matters may8iastic spirit was shown and each
lead to serious consequences I feel member of tie board brought out a
justified in making the above denial." number of new ideas which diplayed
Discussion of the possibility that the fact that the directorate Is takPresident Wilson might again take ing a decided move for the betterment
the Mexican situation to congress in generally of the club and of Las Vean address was revived' in adminis- gas.
The meeting was for the purpose
tration circles again today. Sixty
French colonists near Santa Rosalia of organization, and a discussion as
cn the west coast of Mexico, reported to the work of the diretcors was
In danger, now are gathered safely held. The board expressed itself as
at the seaport where they may be being resolved to put the club on a
protected by the American warships business basis bo that the citizens will
gladly join the organization without
patroling the coast.
being solicited for membership.
Three new members were elected
No Indication of a Reply
wa3 'and three applications for the posiMexico City, Nov. 4. There
no indication here today that Provi- tion of secretary of the club were
sional President Huerta yet has de- read. The applications received were
livered any reply to the communica- from A. B. Hayward, L. II. Humphries
tion from the United States govern- and Leo. M. Tipton. The board dement telling him he must resign the cided to take no action on these appresidency without los of time ,and plications until the policy of the club
that he must not leave as his succes- is determined. George A. Fleming
sor any of his adherents whom he was asked to servers secretary for
the present on account of his commight be able to control.
In official quarters here, as well as plete knowledge of, the work.
A committee of five was appointed
at the United States embassy, emphatic denials still were made today to devise the ways and means for
as to the transmission or receipt of conducting the club on an economical
the communication from the American government. A meeting of the
Mexican cabinet, however, was called for today at which it appeared probable that the matter would come
up for discussion. The only reference to the incident in the local pad

Total Resources November 3, 1913......
Total Resources November 2. 1912......
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basis. This committee will consider
whether to continue to operate the
present quarters will prove satisfactory or whether suggestions for other
quarters should be , taken up. The
board of directors has no disposition
to evade its lease on the present quarters, however, it was stated today.
This lease has about a year to run
before its expiration.
The secretary was Instructed
to
take up with the Santa Fe Railway;
company the matter of placing a permanent exhibit building on the station grounds for the purpose of exhibiting the products of San Miguel
This was proposed by Mr.
county.
Fleming during his term of office as
secretary of the club, but no action
was taken. However, it is believed
that this Idea can be made a reality
now. It was decided to invite reporters to attend all directors' meetings.
Those present at the meeting last
night were President W. P. Southard,
Vice President F. O. Blood, M. M.
Padgett, Clarence Iden William Springer, W. G. Haydon, Maurice Danziger,
Stephen Powers, Thomas Ross, N. O.
Hermann and Charles Greenclay.
Judge D. J. Leahy was unable to be

present on account of being absent Bill Langford, Neil Snow and Carl
from the city.
Marshall will officiate at the
ll
game on Thanksgiving' day.
Blanche Sloan, the flying ring aerial-ist- ,
Is the only sister of former Jockey , Hohbs and
Woodruff, who head the
Tod Sloan.
kicking department of the Army eleven, are both
punters.
Charles L. Evans, partner of "Old
Hoss" Hoey in "A Parlor Match," Is
"My idea of painting a lily," reagain in vaudeville.
marks Bill Hanna, "is having a coach
instruct Charley 'Brickley how to
The new play by Rachel Crothers,
which the Shuberts will produce, is
entitled "The Awakeninig."
"Ham" Fish, the former Harvard
Is assisting Charley Daly in
star,
Nat C. Goodwin and his latest wife,
the West Point cadets in
coaching
Margaret Moreland, are credited with line
play.
yearnings to return to the stage.
Pean-Corne-

left-foote- d

drop-kick.- ",

"

FOOTBALL

NOTES
t

Harvard is doing a big business iu
season tickets this year. More than
1,000 extra season tickets were printed for the games at Cambridge, and
now it has been found necessary to
get out 500 more.

Roy Mercer, the former Pennsylvania captain, is coaching the
Penn
freshmen team this fall.

FOR TONIGHT
vs. Willie Beecher,
Dundee
Johnny
Cornell's varsity hackfield has been 10 rounds, at New York.
Eddie Campi vs. Benny Chavez, 20
strengthened by the return of Guyer,
a member of last year's team.
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
FIGHTS

pers today was that which occurred

r

Washington. These when shown to
iNelson
O'Shaughnessy, American
charge d'affaires, brought out a denial, more or less technical, which
published here in connection with
the dispatches.

I

j

M
-

Wilson Makes No Comment
On Board President Wilson's Train,
GIANTS AND
Baltimore, Md.,' Nov. 4. No word of
ATHLETICS IS TO BE' FOL- comment was available from PresiLOWED BY A BAILE
dent Wilson today on the ultimatum

GAME

t

in Associated Press dispatches from

BETWEEN

The committee on arrangements for demanding Huerta's resignation. The
the big basketball game and dance to president gave no evidence of being
be given at the armory a week from worried over the situation, and Is
Friday night met last night and made calmly awaiting Huerta's reply.
the final arrangements. It was de
The president was accompanied on
cided at this meeting that the game his trip to Princeton, N. J., by Miss
should start at 8 o''clock, and that lin Eleanor Wilson, his youngest daughmediately following this exhibition ter, and the Misses Lucy and May
dancing should begin and continue Smith of New Orleans, relatives, who
for the remainder of the,evening.
have been guests at the White House
As to the price of admission the for several days.
committee decided to place this at
The president was to be in Princethe low rate of 25 cents. This will ton only two hours, planning to vote
include admission to the dance as well for James F. Fielder, the democratic
as the basketball game and dancing candidate for governor. He expected,
will be charged for at the rate of five however, to take a stroll through the
cents a danqe. This .arrangement
university campus with the women
makes the affair within the reach of members of the party.
all and doubtless will be satisfactory
in every way.
Berlin Doubts the Report
The basketball game will he beaccompanied
Mr.
of
Browne,
phew
Berlin, Nov. 4. The communication
Mrs. Browne home and will remain tween two fast organizations, the made to President Huerta by the Unithere for several weeks as Mr. and Giants- and Athletics. These teams ed States government caused a decidhave been "practicing for the past few ed
Mrs. Browne's guest.
flurry on the Berlin stock exchange
weeks and are in excellent shape for as well as in newspaper circles, but
the game, although there are still lost Impression on the foreign office,
two more weeks for practice. This where the belief was
Subscribe for The Optic.
expressed that
game will mark the opening of the Washington would scarcely have taken
basketball season and will be the last such a step with previously consulting
contest until Thanksgiving, when an the
European governments In accord
outside team will be brought to Las ance with Secretary Bryan's recent as
Cupii
Vegas to meet the city organization.
surances.
The tickets for the game were placNo communication regarding? i the
ed on sale today and a large advance matter had been received at the forsale is expected. Among those athMnn7 a New Home will Have a Little
eign office up to 5 o'clock this after
who will compose the two teams
letes
55.
Sunbeam to
noon, either from Count Bernstorff,
are John Webb, Prentice White, Cecil the German
ambassador, lr frome Unit
(v'U'Xx J
Boucher, Frank Winters, Ted
ed States Ambassadlr Gerard., The
Harold Stewart, David Hendon,
'1
1
' frr V
foreign office is greatly interested in
Oliver Peacock, Julius Krause, G. H. the
of drder in Mex
Wilhite, Fred Schutt and "Chub" Swal- - ico and would like to see It brought
rum una aggregation xue vuy
low.
about
t
i..v
w
it;a team
t .. .... j..
proper will be chosen later in
the month. Manager William Springer
France Offers Aid
There Is usually a certain degree of dread
for a big
in every woman's mind as to the probable is making arrangements
Nov. 4. The French governParis,
.
pain, distress and danprr of
game the latter part of this month
is considering the possibility of
But, thanks to a most remarkable remedy or the first of next month with an ment
known as Mother's Friend, all
ar Is
offering in this moment of crisis its
and the period Is one of unbounded, outside team. The local organization
services to the United States
friendly
Joyful anticipation.
off all honors in basMother's Friend Is used externally. It hope3 to carry
and Mexicq, Nothing has been done,
to
Jb a most penetrating
start it is
application, makes ketball this year. It expects
understood, beyond making inwa musoes 01 ine stomach ana abdomen
a victory.
with
season
the
so
formal
pliant
they expand easily and naturally
inquiries at Washington and
without pain, without distress and
with
Mexico City as to whether anything
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
RECEIVERS HOLD PROPERTY
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
could be done to ease the present tenthe prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 4. The sion and perhaps arrive at a satisfacithe stork are held up to veneration: they
are rated as cunning plotters to lierald the property of the Kansas Natural Gas tory arrangement
coming of a little sunlieom to gladden the company legally is under the jurisdicliearts and brighten the homes of a host of
tion of the state court receivers apnappy families..
Cause of Insomnia
There are thousands of women who have
by Judge Flannelly In Indeused Mother's Friend, and thns know from pointed
The most common cause of insomdea
to
experience that It is one of our greatest pendence, Kansas, according
nia is disorders of the Btomach and
contributions to healthy, happv mother-hoo- cision handed down today by the
constipation. Chamberlain's Tablots
It is ol by ail druggists at $1.00
"nlted States circuit court of appeals correct these disorders and enable
per bottle, and is especially recommended
us a preventive of caking breasts' and all in Et.
Paul, Minn., "according to a you to sleep. For sale by all dealers.
other such distresses.
Adv.
Write to Brartiield Regulator Co., 131 telegram received here by John H.
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their very A I
state
of
the
for
chief
counsel
wood,
valuable book to expectant mothers.
Get
Subscribe for The Optic.
receivers.
a bottle of Mother's Frieud
!.-
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Louis Ilfeld returned this afternoon

to California.

HE
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It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
so don't put It off too

Come down to the office

and make yout selection
from our beatlful 11m
of samples,
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taxes
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which
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being
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somewhat,
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even'
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in irrigation construction in the state
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valuation.
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and high pressure water system suc
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"Uh, 1 Know what you are going to
say," she cried. "You are going to, tell
me that John is a dream, just as they
CHIMESETTE AND
did, and that I am not even married.
But I have evidence. Look!"
And,
GOAT COLLAR MAKE
pulling off her glove, she showed a wedding ring upon a very pretty finger.
NOVEL .COMBINATION
"I didn't doubt " began (he consul
chimesette at the front, but it fastens
weakly.
By FRANK P. JONES.
piece la a novelty,
"And look!" continued Mrs. Gray,
with tiny hooka and eyes placed unTHIS neck
John Sichel, United States consul at and,
the purpose of an ornamental der; them.
opening her reticule, she pulled
as
his
from
looked
desk,
up
Maasdorf,
coat collar and a chimesette to match,
out a most convincing proof of John in
is made up in many his
neck
This
piece
with
a
patient
secretary entered,
both in one piece. To make it successmaterials. It is pretty in French em- smile that a consul acquires after hav- the shape of a rank and
fully one must first select a strong broidered
in plain wash net or ing served several months In a foreign meerschaum pipe, with a gold band,
'.mtiste,
but filmy pattern In the machine-madwhich was engraved, "from Doris
the f'nest crochet, laces. When city. Especially if it be a seaport city on
to dear John."
laces. 'They will stand washing mid of
is does a consul need patienre, for he is
made entirely by hand
not draw out of shape. They do not added to
"Now do you doubt me?" she con- its value. It is a novelty daily beset by distressed American
need to bo stayed with net, as the
that will make an acceptable Christ- sailors, ladies with social bees, disthreads of which they are woven are mas
"No," said the consul briskly. "A
present. One who knows how to satisfied politicians touring the counvery Arm.
make fine tatting could make up the try and demanding justice upon those question or two. You are sure that
went back to the right hotel?"
In order to make this
fit,
of little tatting wheels. Such a who have affronted them, under threat you
"Of course I am," cried the girl ina good sailor collar pattern of tissue piece
a
will
to
worth
a
development
produce
of making complaint
gift
Washington, dignantly. "That's what the
told
paper is to be laid over the coat col- several dollars.
and but every one who has ever ex- nie. They wanted me to police at
lar and brought under the lapel. The
inquire
a
of
the
consul
For
being
the
joys
wear,
however,
perienced
every hotel in the city. I am absolutechimoisotte ends are then cut from machine practical
made wa.h ).k' s and nets knows all about it.
ly certain why, didn't I find John's
paper and curved out to fit the neck are best of all. It is the
to
see
Mr.
said
"A
Sichel,"
you,
lady
crisp freshin front, with the paper extended at
pipe under the table, where it had
ness- of such little accessories that the secretary. "She is very much agirolled, and the thieves didn't notice it
each side to meet the sailor collar.
tated."
when they removed his things. O, can't
Pin the pieces together where they makes them charming.
"Is she a a young lady?" queried you help me? He has been
JULIA BOTTOMLEY,
meet and remove the collar. After
kidnaped,
the consul.
perhaps murdered, and I am alone"
trimming away the superfluous paper,
"Young, sir, and very beautiful."
The
Malines
tears
came
for
Plain
Frills
Frocks.
her
into
eyes again.
paste the two pieces together.
"Well, let her come in," sighed Mr.
"Now, now, Mrs. Gray," said the
Providing they can he .kept
When the pattern has been cut in this
BicheL
consul soothingly, "pray don't distress
there is no
way of
way, it may be found to be a little irAs Doris Gray entered his office
I am going to probe this
f
of it is needed dressing up the plain liitle frock in even Mr. Sichel's jaded soul was stim- yourself.
regular. Just
every ulated into admiration. She was young ruystcry to t'.;c tsft::E.
In cutting the lace, so this Irregularity serge or dark !"t which
He broke off as the sounds of a viogirl has for etrly autumn wear than
does not make an difference.
or five; beauti- lent
perhaps twenty-fou- r
set
a
in
struggle came from the adjacent
neck
and
wrist,
plastron
lace
The collar is cut from
pathetic and agitated. Mr. Sichel room, and a moment later the little
white malines. The wristlets are ful,
of
a
not
forbear
could
regret
spasm
e
frills, when he saw the word Mrs. upon her clerk appeared at the door.
merely very full
"Mr. Sichel!
Help!" he shouted.
shirred onto narrow ribbons by which card.
"There is a crazed assassin wants to
to
be
cuffless
attached
may
I
they
"Be seated, madam. What can do snter "
sleeves, and the collar consists of for you?" he asked.
He disappeared
"3 two frills one of three-incsuddenly, and the
(V
width
"I've lost my husband," exclaimed sound of the
struggle was renewed.
width
overlapping one of four-incuncontrollable
into
Doris, bursting
An instant aerward the door burst
'
at the center of the back, where they sobs.
?.;, g
open and there appeared a
are wired to stand up and whence
"Oh, well, he can't have gone very
attired in a silk hat and a
they taper gradually to beneath the far," said the consul! "When did you pair figure
of pajamas, to which latter the
chin, where they lie flat and are se- lose him?"
clerk clung desperately.
cured under a narrow velvet pump
"Oh, you don't understand," cried
With a cry of rapture Doris Gray
bow. The plastron Is a
the girl. "Ill have to tell you. It's ran to the
apparition and, laying her
affair of finely tucked malines extend- this way:
iicad upon its shoulder, soboed from
1 s
"John and I were married in Balti- joy.
ing from the shoulders to below the
bust and further lengthened and wid- more last month and came to Europe
"John! Oh, John, it's you!" she
ened by a three-Incfor our honeymoon. We've visited Italy wept.
frilling.
and Switzerland and were on our way
"It's all right, Monsieur Jean. You
home through Holland, as we wanted
Powdered Coiffures.
uiu go now," said the consul to his
White wigs met with enough suc- Ic see the great exposition at Maas- secretary. "PerhapB I can offer you a
cess at Paris fetes of the late summer, dorf. We came straight from Zurich iuit of clothes," he continued to Mr.
folded either crosswise or lengthwise. and at fashionable watering places, to ai;d engaged rooms on the third flooi Gray.
On this double fold of goods place indicate that powdered hair will be of the Hotel American, because we
"Thanks! Thanks!" panted the aphalf of the pattern and cut the collar in vogue for evening in the coming liked the name, though there isn't an parition. "I had an overcoat took it
In
We
dressed
American
the
helmet-shapeplace.
coifwinter. The high
from the jailer but I lost it en route
by it.
and went downstairs, and here. I knew
wouldn't dare to
It is not a bad plan if the lace is of fure will also probably be adopted, for dinner one
of his headaches and follow me Insidethey
this office, over which
a very open pattern to baste it to a as it is suited to the period of style John had
asked the clerk where he could buy floats the American eagle."
paper foundation before binding the when the hair was powdered.
The clerk told him
some powders.
"John! What happened?"
edges.
there was a drug store on the corner
Test for Hooks and Eyes.
A narrow fold of fine net headed
"Why," said John, more calmly, "I
To avoid using hooks and eyes that
hadn't got as far as the drug store
with a cord or soutache braid finishes
before two men came up behind me,
the collar. Cut the fold on the will rust, always test them with a
be"
can
two
drawn
If
in
net
a
pushed me inside, gagged me, tied me,
and
of
the
magnet.
by
they
strip
straight
f
opened the door again, and pushed me
times as wide as the finished the magnet they contain steel and
into a cab that was waiting. It was
fold is to be. Fold it and baste it to should not be used on anything that
all done so quickly that nobody saw
the collar. If soutache braid is used requires laundering.
anything except the drug store clerk.
Then they put me down at the door of
ana me two lengtns draped over the
SILK DRESS FOR
blouse, fastened in at the front and
i sort of big jail, whisked me inside,
and flung me into a private bedroom
with the corners hanging loose at
with barred windows. I lay there all
TEN DOLLARS IS
the back. . These corners are finished
with small pendants like that on the
night, except when the doctor came to
feel my pulse. He tried to take my
EASILY POSSIBLE end of the sash at the front.
temperature too, but I broke the ther
The sash is made from silk, which
mometer. In the morning I looked out
a dress as good looking as is left whenthe skirt is cut. In shapand the first thing I saw was the Stars
TO make
sufficient
is
the
silk
to
it
fit
an
is
hips,
in
illustration
ing
the
pictured
and Stripes floating from this build
of
the
the
cut
width
from
could
of.
goods
away
It
achievement to be proud
ing. I knew where I was then, so
not be accomplished except that so lit- to make it.
when the jailer, or whoever he was,
Black .silk, made up with emerald
tle silk is required for
came In, I got him Into a corner,
fashions in skirts. It cannot be done green, or cerise or coral or white or
Knocked him down, took his overcoat
in combination with some of the odd
if one must pay for the sewing".
they'd taken all my clothes away and
most
new
the
makes
metallic
colors,
But things were never easier for the
made for the door. Luckily It was unhome dressmaker than at present. If satisfactory development of this modlocked, and so, after knocking down a
been
blouse
has
el.
the
After
draped,
ideas
sew
has
and
well
good
she can
jouple of watchmen I reached you."
to
it.
sash
attached
the
is
can
of correct and graceful lines, she
"Can such things be in a civilised
to
cover
five
the
idollars
Allowing
buy a pattern and undertake her own
country!" exclaimed Doris. "Mr. Sichel,
of the silk, which, does not need
cost
assurance
of
with
every
dressmaking
you must cable to Washington at once.
to be of a heavy quality, and two dolsuccess.
You must present an ultimatum to the
lace
for
or
net
the
the
lars
for
blouse,
This does not apply to tailored
Dutch government for Mr. Gray's
gowns, requiring expert and what may
clothes
and cane. All in the conThe Clerk Clung Desperately.
be called professional sewing. But
spiracy; drug clerk, police, hotelkeep-er- ,
for gowns to be worn at home and for
clerk, matron, housekeeper, maids
and John went out and never cami
what does it mean? Is this a nation
fancy, visiting and party gowns, there
bR,ck."
Is no good reason why the home dress'Did you ask at the drug store?" in of lunatics
maker should not be able to copy a
The consul clapped his hand to his
quired the consul.
good model in gowns of this charac'I did, and they were positive tha-h- forehead.
ter. Clothes do not fit the figure in
"I have it!" he exclaimed delightedhad never entered the place. S
the present modes. They are draped
thon I rushed back to the hotel am ly. "You came from Zurich? Your bagupon it. These free, graceful lines,
begged the clerk to call the police, am gage waB labeled Zurich?"
more than anything else, must be de"Yes. Well?"
what do you think? He actually toh
me that I was under a delusion. Hi
"Wasn't there cholera at Zurich
pended upon, with proper use of fabrics and color, to make the remarksaid I had registered alone and showei when you left?"
me the register. There was my name
"That's why we left in a hurry.
ably beautiful costumes which have
Mrs. Gray, and no sign of John's, am
been designed for the coming seaI saw him write his above as plain a.
"This Is the exposition year. A case
son.
In fabrics a yard wide, twice the
anything. So then I thought I must bi of cholera in Maasdorf would ruin the
going crazy and I ran up to the thin show, cost hundreds of thousands of
length of the figure will make the
floor and asked the maid for my hue dollars. You complained of a headdress pictured here. In narrower goods
band. She stared at me In astonish ache, Mr. Gray. The Dutch are a comone must allow from three to five
ment.
mercial nation. Don't you see?"
times the length of the figure.
" 'But madame has no husband!' sh
"You mean they fixed all that
Thin and supple fabrics must be
her shoulders. 'A
them while Mr. Gray was being
shrugging
said,
chosen, and one may find satin,
T".:V.i
3
least, he did not accompany madame.' kidnaped?" Inquired the girl.
Jsjrj
poplins, and other weaves sell"I ran Into the apartment. John hai
"Not kidnaped," said the consul.
ing at a dollar or a dollar and a quarleft his grip on the floor and strewi "Why, that was only the quarantine
ter the yard. The width of the shirt
his clothes all about the room am station for this district. No doubt the
in the model shown Is less than two
there was everything nicely put awa; doctors know by now that Mr. Gray
of
twice
the
length
therefore,
yards,
and not a sign of John's baggage an; hasn't the cholera. Now if you take
the
for
allowance
an
with
the skirt,
where.
my advice "
hem, and draping at the knee, is the
" 'Madame has a touch of sun.' sug
A package for a Mr. Gray, sir,"
remiirement of this skirt. As the
said the clerk, entering, and Mrs.
gested the housekeeper.
skirt is narrow, it is split at the left
" 'I want my husband and I'm goinj
Gray opened it.
side. A plaiting of silk, in a contrast- to
have him!' I screamed, and then
re"John!" she exclaimed. "Your suit.
and
at
the split,
, ing color, is let in
fell unconscious. They must hav Your hat. Your shirt and collar, fresh
quires a half yard of soft satin. This
Your shoes pol
from the laundry.
drugged me to keep me quiet, for
plaiting is to be omitted if the dress
awoke at eight o'clock this morning it ished! And what's this?" she contin
.
over
a
worn
silk
is
petticoat.
the apartment with a splitting heai ued, holding up a glittering bauble.
The skirt is plain and smooth fitache. At first I thought it was a dream
"Why, that," said Mr. Sichel, "that's
ting, except for three plaits laid in
but there was no sign of John. I wai the Order of the Blue Eagle, first
the front breadth at the left side seam. Just growing frantic again when th class, given only to Holland's most
"'"Nil.
muslin
It is sewed to a
entered and announce distinguished men."
housekeeper
will
corset
cover
A
waist.
plain, thin,
of police would tike t
chief
lace
veil
the
used
for
that
the
dollar
one
with
at"They must have telegraphed to
make a suitable waist to which to
The Hague!" said Doris Gray in awe.
in draping, there remain two dollars to see me.
tach it.
"I dressed and hurried down. Ht
"Ah, well, the Dutch get in some
The waist is made separately, and rover the cost of a halt yara or rib
was convinced that John was ai quick work sometimes,"
a
too,
and
half
small
said Mr.
three
pendants
on
with
bon,
an
the
of
attached sash
put
The yard illusion, and so was the hotel proprle Sichel. "You may dress in here, Mr.
silk, which is wrapped about the body yard of silk for the plaiting.
I told them that I was gc Gray. Good luck to you both. No, I'd
and brought up to the left side of the of lace placed over the ribbon in the tor. Then round
to see you, and the; let the matter drop and go back to
bust Here it is fastened in a knot, blouse may be of cheap lace, since it ing right
to look scared, and tried to call your hotel. Monsieur Jeanl"
with a hanging end finished with a ia covered bv the veil. Altogether an began
"A gentleman's waiting to tee you,
allowance of ten dollars will purchase me. But I told them I was an Amerl
little silk pendant.
dared them to lay a finger oi sir. He sara he Is a colleg friend of
'
The waist consists of a plain net the material, of which this really can and
or lace blouse. Across the front of handsome afternoon or visiting gown me, and I hurried away while the; yours and has been robbed
were still talking and gesticulating-an- d
"Ah! Tell him I've Jnat gone oat of
this a half yard of satin ribbon six is made.
I am. Now where is John? town for a month," said the co&saL
here
will
made
in
black,
when
The
skirt,
is
wide
sewed under the bust.
inches
The consul looked flabbergasted "And say, Monsieur Jeanf I'm not seeThis ribbon , is covered with a gal- serve to wear with several waists. A How
could he produce John so uncert ing any more ladies this morning unloon of lace extending around the fig- quite plain one in black will give the
He shot a fleeting gla.no less
moniously.
Oh, well, send them all in. It's
t
ure just over the bust. "i
gown an entirely different character.
his visitor.
at
of
the
BOTTOMLEY.
lace
a
veil
part
day's job."
is
JULIA
in
divided
half
Finally
"My dear lady," he began. In sootl
(Copyrieht. U!3. by W. G. Chapman.)
ing, consular tones.

it may be machine stitched to place at 00X)OCOOCXXXXXXXXX)OOOOOOCX
the same time as the fold. Narrow
lace edging or beading n ay be used
instead or a very small and line finishing braid.
Small fancy buttons finish the
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with
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THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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Taichert Has
Your Overcoat 1 OVERCOATS

PflinrirriT

P

Light automobile
ociock tnis Pvenlng.

lamps

at

G

:

See foreman of Kearney's Gap
rorm number. Adv.

BROOKFIELD FARM
SAUSAGE1

Packed in One Pound Boxe

$9.50
$12.50
it t m gt
qio.uu or
$25.00
Guaranteed 1
. all Wool
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The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You don't know which, thus
adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.

In a. wired house a mere touch on a
switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light.
The effect is safe and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.
Let us wire your house for
Ediion Mazda Lamps, which
afford every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the lowest cost
"

Veas

Light &
Power Co.

Las
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Direct from the Indian

sortment

Reservations-Lar- ge

fine colorings

--

-

As-

unique patterns all
--

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Hp! jdays
i

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

AT THE HOME OF

THE

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

1

Fresh Cereals, Pelfljohn'e
Breakfast Food, Grains of Gold. Fari-

A full line of

nose,

Pearl Hominy, Homing Grits.

Cream of Wheat. Imperial Oat Meal,
Quaker Oats, Kellogg's Wheat Biscuit, Kellogg's Com Flake. Shredded
Whea.t, Post Toastiea, Quaker Puffed
R.ice, Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jamima'a Pancake Flour.

Ml

On account of the accidental breaking of one of the doors on Dan Rhodes
taxi the machine made no appearance
on the streets today. Dan probably
wilJ be ready for work again as soon
as the door la repaired, which will require two days.
On account of a derailment at Domingo last night Santa Fe trains Nos.
2, 4 and 8 were all late in arriving in
Las Vegas. Train No. 4 arrived here
at 2 : 20 o'clock this morning, while the
other trains followed In close succession. The cause of the derailment Is
not known.
Word has been received from Santa

.

-

:
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HAWADD

STOfLE-

-

CO.

E LAS VEGAS.

NEW MEX.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E..D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hal)-H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds, Cashier.
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The report of the Carnegie public
library has been submitted for the
month of October and shows an in
crease over the report for the month
of September.
This report shows
that the attendance at this public in
stitution has been growing during the
past month, and a big increase doubtless will be noticed this month.
During October Me number of per
sons using the library was 1,124. The
number of books in the library October 1 was 8,238. The number added
by gift or purchase was 42, making a
total of 8,2S0. The number of books
loaned during the month was 6C1; the
number of cards issued to new patrons, 28 ; the number of daily papers
on the files, - of weekly periodicals,
This
4; monthly magazines, 13.
shows that the library h.is been

I
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Your

INTEREST
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Be Good

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

RAPIDLY
WHATEVER

Mise Ivan Bloom,

In every department of Banking we

o.re prepared to give the best of service

the entire winter in it
and it is the most noticeable garment you
wear. It. therefore,
must be right in cut
and material.

a contestant for

the Jacoby prize, this morning had
Increased the number of her subscrip
tions materially but still remained in
second place. Each person in the
contest, with two exceptions, advanced
over yesterday's standing1. A number
of other people are planning to enter
the contest and those already In It
are prepared to increase their num
ber of votes largely within the next

TROUBADOURS

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

spend almost

You

V!

YOU

WEAR UNDER IT

MISS BLOOM INCREASES HER TO
TAL, BUT IS UNABLE TO
OVERTAKE MISS BURNS

Fe to the effect that Adjutant General
Albert 9. Brookes, commander of the
New Mexico National Guard, Is seriously HI at Santa Fe as a result of an
operation perfomed1 there last week.
General Brookes' condition was slight week.
The standing of the contesants is
ly improved this afternoon.
as follows: Miss Audrey Burns, 1,873;
The funeral services of Frank Boone, Miss Ivan Bloom, 1,543;. Edwin Rosenwho died Saturday night,, were held thal, 316; Max Weld, 304; Miss EJith
this afternoon from the chapel of the Wright, 250; Fred Lewis, 193.
"Daddy" Jacoby late this afternoon
Las Vegas Undertaking company. The
services were attended by the Order announced that he had purchased two
of Railway Conductors. Members of watches for the winners of the conthis organization also officiated as test and that these were placed in R.
pall bearers. Rev. E. C. Anderson J. Taupert's window, where all may
see them. One is a lady's watch while
conducted the services.
the other is a gentleman's timepiece.
Any make desired will be given the
1MRF II1TFRPQT K
winner, either Waltham or Elign, and
UI1L 111 I LULU I 1U
both watches carry a guarantee. No
doubt a number of new
for
SHOWN IN LIBRARY honor and glory will enteraspirants
the contest
after having seen the prizes.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

We are showing a

1,050

larger assortment of
materials and styles
in overcoats than ever
before. Overcoats for
the large, the small,
the stout and tall.

FULLY EQUIPPFB AT YOUR DDK
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Roomy Overcoats
at Prices From

i

Lare,
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WILL

BE HERE TOMORROW

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine

Phone Main 344.

ALA. F. L. Willis,
suffered greatly from asthma and
MUSIC LOVERS AND THOSE WHO bronchitis. He writes: "I got no relief until I took Foley's Honey and
LIKE
ENTERTAINMENT
Tar Compound. It entirely removed
SHOULD HEAR THEM

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prep,

BIRMINGHAM,

those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and comTomorrow night at the Elks club fortable condition of the throat and
the Byron Troubadours will present lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
for the approval of Las Vegans their Drug Store. Adv.
famous concert wtich has been given
ail over the United States at different
times and which ha3 pleased audiences
of all peoples, temperament, and true
knowledge of music. They have played to the most noted audiences in the
country and have been praised for)
their work.
The Elks' lodge' was extremely fortunate in securing 'such an excellent
entertainment and no doubt the concert will be well attended The tickdoing excellrit work.
Librarian Elizabeth Cooiey. i;t her ets, which are on sale at the E. G.
report, stated that the library was Murphey drug store, have been sell
gieatly in nesd of an un .o lata dic- ing fast, and a large sale is expected
FULL CREAM CHEESE
tionary. The books donated to the tomorrow. The concert will start at
institution by Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. 8:30 o'clock.
Genuine Camembert
E: L. Hammond, Mr. Rudd and Nor
man Cunningham are grea'.ly appreTry a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
ciated 'by the library boar.'." -

THE OLD RELIABLE

--

BAIN WAGON

4-

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Adv..

Fancy Cauliflower,

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

THE BISMARK
Ernest franks lute of THE

V

t'loor with the
VACUUM CLEANER
For Particulars Telephone Slain 35
mmmmmmmmismmMimimmmmmmmBmmmitkm

ENGLISH

KITCHEN at Katun, is now the cook
in charge of onr kitehen and he

knows hi hnsinexs

POPULAR FIICES
I

ii

Gross, Kelly

Apples Galore, Cranberries

& Co.

A Sole Agents

Lettuce

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables

AT

Take up your RUGS

m

You ought to eat our

Joseph E. Howard plans to make
a
of a musical skit by Adproduction
For information leading to the ar
rest and conviction of the party or dison Burkhardt and Charles W.
narties taking tools from Kearnev'a
Gap bridge. Missouri Valley Bridge
and Iron Co., D. R. Carroll, Manager.

Have them cleaned on the

GBAAF

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

Men

and CARPETS

m.

1

SON

Correct
Garments for

$5.00 REWARD

Just RQQdwoz!:

-

J. C. J.OHNSEN--

i

mMmm

Them

Adv.

REPORT FOR OCTOBER INDICATES
INSTITUTION IS GROWING
IN POPULARITY

0 LAHiCETS

NAVAJO

istic Furniture for every room
in the house. It is all strongly and durably built, and the
finish to each article is perfect, We invite inspection,
and should be gld to how
you through our large and
varied stock. Every piece is
warranted, and our pieces will
satisfy the most economical.
Carpets, Matting- and Rugs
a specialty with us.
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and See 1

The funeral services of Clyde L.
Comstock, who diea last week, will
be held, tomorrow afternoon at 2
o'clock from the chapel of J. C. John-se& Son. Rev. Norman Skinner will
officiate.

Easily Foiled

t

;

MX V

Covertible
Collars j.

Finch's. Golden Weddinig Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Advf
Every one is assured of a jolly
good time, who attends the dance glv
en by the Hebrew Ladies Benevolent
society at the Armory Thanksgiving
night. Full orchestra will be on hand
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a collection of very neat, art-
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WE HAVE ON HAW

looking fcr

Charles O'Malley, th electrician,
will send a man to Maxwell tomorrow
to wire the new Maloof building which
was recently completed at that place.

"

you

for

Everybody drinks Sunnybrook, the
Pure Food Whiskey. Sold by Hugh
Calloway, The Bridge Bar. Adv.
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PREMIUM HAMS AND
BACON
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1913.

GOAL" ATJ
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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